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A designer bedroom with 
high-end touches wasn’t 
in our budget. So, we 
re-created the look at a 
fraction of the price.

photographer: SCOTT LITTLE 
DeSIgNer: BECky MOLLEnkaMp

create: love the look

47 stolen tones the first step in bringing 
our room to life was to steal the original red, brown, 
and blue color palette. to get the look just right, we 
had a home center color-match the wall and furniture 
paints from the magazine story.

the inspiration bedroom spotted in 
Decorating magazine cost thousands of 

dollars, while ours was just hundreds.

beautybudget

inspiration room
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Creative license: Get a high-end look for less 
by imitating what you see in a magazine.

48 mat magic Custom matting is pricey. to 
get a similar look for our artwork, we covered the mat 
that came with our frame with inexpensive fabric. 

49 trophy case the lamps in the original 
bedroom reminded us of trophies. For a literal 
translation, we found a silver trophy at an online 
auction and turned it into a lamp using a kit from a 
home center. Simply drill a hole into the bottom for 
the rod and another in the back for the cord, then 
assemble following the kit instructions.

50 mirror, mirror Inspired by 1920s 
glamour, mirror-covered furniture is super trendy—and 
cost a pretty penny. For an affordable alternative, we 
painted a dresser from a thrift store and then had a 
hardware store cut mirrors that fit our dresser’s drawers 
and attached them with mirror glue. You’ll want to pay 
extra for polished edges if kids will be using it.

trophy
lamp

$55

mirroreddresser$90
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52 head of the class an upholstered headboard 
can be affordable if you use medium-density fiberboard as the 
base and cover it with ordinary canvas dressed up with fabric-
covered buttons. For detailed instructions on how to make this 
headboard, see the “Dig In” section on page 76.

53 on a roll our reimagined version of the inspiration 
room’s bolster pillows is simple to stitch. Fold a hand towel in half 
lengthwise and sew each corner about 1 inch. pin a fabric circle 
into each end and sew in place. Finally, turn the towel right side 
out and insert a pillow form into the envelope-like opening. 

54 reversible throw the two-tone throw in the 
original bedroom was too expensive for our budget, but we got 
a similar look by attaching a fabric square to the back of a solid 
throw with buttons.

55 details, 
details turning 
a plain pillow into 
a piece of art is as 
simple as adding a few 
cents worth of ribbon. 
Lay the ribbon in an 
interesting design,  
pin it in place, and  
then attach it with 
fusible web.

51 curtain call Shower curtains can save you big 
bucks on window treatments. to make this curtain fit our window, 
we added a panel of coordinating fabric along the bottom edge, 
hid the seam with ribbon, and hung the panel with ribbon ties. to 
make this a no-sew project, we used fusible web on all the seams.

For projects and products,  
see “Dig In” on page 76.

customizedcurtains$30
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52fabricheadboard
$60


